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1. ITS NATURE AND MEANING 

There is a primitive belief which has survived among the 
people of Thailand that in every person either old or young there 
is a khwan. The khwrw, as vaguely understood in a confused 
way, is an unsubstantial thing supposed to reside in the physical 
body of a person. When it is there the person enjoys good health 
and happiness. If it leaves the body the person will be ill or expe
rience some undesirable effects. A baby which is easily frightened, 
will have a khwan with the same tendency. When the khwcm is 
frightened it will take flight into the wilderness and will not come 
back until it has regained its normal self. As the baby grows 
stronger with age the khwan will grow stronger too. It will be 
firmer and more stable in temperament like the person in whose 

physical body it has as its abode. 

Such belief is not confined to the Thais of Thailand; the Shans 
of Upper Burma, the Laos of the Lao Kingdom and other Thai 
minority groups in other lands have a similar belief. In fact, this 
belief may be generalized to other races in Southeast Asia as well. 
It is a belief rooted in the dim past and has survived in many Thai 
expressions embedded in the language, rites and ceremonies in con

nection with the khwan. 

The khwan is not confined to human beings only. Based 
on certain ceremonies which are performed in connection with the 
khwan and also on certain expressions in the Thai language, we 
may say that some kinds of animals, trees and inanimate objects 
useful to man have individual khwuns. For example: an elephant, 
a horse, a buffalo or bullock, a certain house post, a bullock cart, a 
paddy field or paddy, and even a city, eaeh has a khwa11. 

The khwan may therefore be described as something in the 
nature of a principle of life, vital to the welfare of man and animals. 
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Certain inanimate things have also a khwan because such inanimate 
things have their particular spirit or genius residing in them. 

Traditionally, a typical Thai house is made of wood. The 

part of a house deemed most important by the people is the first 

post raised called a khwan post ( lffl'Uli:)J) or premier post 
( lfflltlil). There are rules relating to the selection and the ceremo

nial raising of house-posts. In the old days people built their own 
houses with the help and co-operation of their neighbours. The first 
thing they did was to obtain honse-posts with lucky characteristic 
marks. They obtained them direct from trees which they felled in 
a forest. Now, every big tree in a forest is supposed to be the 
residence of a tree spirit ci ther male or female. A tree with 
certain nsefulness such as for building a house or a bullock cart or 
a boat, has a female spirit called nang-mai ( 1-INi~) or wood 
nymph, while a tree with no such economic valne, as the pipal and 
banyan trees for instance, has a male spirit called rulcha devnda 

( ~11'1ll'YI'lli11) or tree angel. The above fact is only a generalization 

based on observation. When a tree is felled, its spirit or essence is 
superstitiously believed to be still in it. Hence it is not desirable 
to used trees felled from different forests as house-posts, because 
female spirits residing therein, coming from different localities 
would naturally quarrel among themselves; with the result that there 
would be no peace for the occupants of the house. A bullock cart or 
a dugout boat has a spirit or essence in the same manner as the 
house-post. A paddy field or rice paddy has a Rice Mother; likewise 
a city has its tutelary spirit. Naturally any thing that has a spirit 

has also a lchwan. 

By comparing the word khwan with that of the Chinese 
word khwu,n ( ;<)l- old Chinese sound "kwun" or "gwun" ) which 
means a soul or a spirit, one is inclined to believe that the Thai 
khwan and the Chinese khwun are one and the same word. On 
this presumption we may safely say that the Thai "lchwan" was a 
soul in its original meaning. The chinese word lcwun is com
posed of two characters meaning vapour and demon. As the Eng
lish word spirit and atman or soul in Sanskrit mean etymologically 
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breath (compare the word atmosphere) one is tempted to think the 

rr:!1ai words ghwa n ( ~r{u soft aspirated sound in · gh ) and [wan 

(ml hard aspirated 0 meaning smoke and dream respectively have 
derived from the same source as that of the khwan.l 

The modern Thai word for soul is vin;ran ( 1i)Ji)j1111) a l'ali 

word Villnan meaning simply consciousness in its original sense. 
No doubt the Thai obtained this word when they made their home 

in Thailand after they had adopted Buddhism of the Southern 

School. The Laos, the Shans, the Burmese, and the Mons of Lower 

Burma and the Cambodians have the same word vinyan for soul 

in their modern languages. The klt.INtn of the Thais, the Laos 

and the Shan::;, is the /,eip-bya of the Burmese, the praiiing of 

the Cambochans and the filt:ng khamo11 of the Mons. As Bnddhism 

denies a permanent individual soul which dashed with the old 

animistic belief of the peoples in this part of Asia, they probably 

adopted the word vinyan from Pali, the language of the Southern 

School Buddhism, as a compromise with the old belief, 'vhich is 

still apparcn t among the people in the popular side of their 

1. The character ;i)f!. may have a simpler explanation than the 
one you offer. Like the great majority of Chinese characters, it is split 
into two parts: the meaning-part and the sound part. 

Tile meaning part is the graph )IJ., meaning "spirit", "demon" 

etc. and the sound part is the -i;, pronounced "yun'' in Modern Chinese, 
but "yun" or "ywun" in Ancient ChitHJRe. The kh or h initial conso· 
nunt is simply one of the permissible ·• family variants" of all words 
using* as a phonetic cdement. 

No dot1bt the compilers of the graph chose the phonetic* firstly 
for its so1mtl, but secondly may be for tbej(Jrttlitous suitability of it~ origi
nal meaning of "cloud", No atrength of argument can be ~ehed on, 
however, for the second reason for choice. For exa1nple, ;-@. 1s alway:> 

associated with p'o or p'eh (maybe~?) in classical texts, but here the 

phonetic part is ~ pch/po meaning "white", which clearly has 110 

meaningful contribution to make. 

It boils down to this: one spirit ()f!.) iscalled·'hun"(i.e.~in 
sound), and the other is called "p'o" (i.e. &I in sound). 

This makes the "atmlln" part of your argument rather :ar fc~-
. t' "family" grouping of 'U'Jm Tl11l chec1, but does not spo1l your tenta tV'C ' ' ·.~· 

and N'\!.-Peter Bee. 
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Buddhism. As the word vin_ran meaning soul is to he found in 
the language r)f these peoples, one suspects that the word vin)'WI 

came through the old Mons for the reason that the old i\'fons were a 

relatively civilized race in this part of Asia, chronologically before 

the coming of the Thai and the Burmese. NevE·rtheless the khwan, 

deprived of its original meaning soul, still exiH1 s in its shifted 
meanings as may be seen from the following Thai words and 

expressionR. 

When a baby is born, its inherent khwan is in a feeble 

state like that of the baby. As this stage it is called N1wan awn 
( 

~ I ) < 
'111t)J'1ltlW or ' tender khwan ". By an extention of meaning, khawn 

rt·wn means in current use " tender, loving care" such as a mother 

has for her baby. A young man may say in a mildly slighting 

manner to a young woman who is easily frightened 1.1w>(UL awn or 
''tender khwan ". 

When a child suffers a shock from some sudden fright and 

cries sharply and continously, it is believed tbat the child's khwan 

has taken flight. In sueh a case it is called in Thai as khwan hai 

( 'll'ft)Jl111l ), !chwrm nee ( 'll1't)J11ti) or khwari bin ( 'll1i)IUU) meaning 

respectively the "khwan dissappears, flees, or flies away". In its 

extention of meaning we can use either of these three words to 

express a state of alarm or suprise. 

An appreciation expressed to a person is ldwm klzwan (tll'll':l"t)J) 

i.e. "words for khwan ''. 

When a man experiences a great fright and may die of its 

effect we say khwan nee dee faw ( '111"t)J11~~rltl) meaning literally ''the 

lihwan flees, the bile (gall- bladder) withers". 

A sudden scare may be expressed as 
ll'll'lW) i.e. the khwan i::; dangling somewhere. 

now to be found only in literature. 

khwan khwaen ( 'll'l"!)J 

This expression is 

To threaten the khwan ( klw lthwan·-~'llft)J) is to strike 

terror, and to destory the khtNLn ( t!talllloi khwrm-Vllt'l11J'll1t~) is to 

g·i ve a fright. 
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To refer ,to a"' pE•rson in approving or disapproving terms is to 

khwan ( TH\11,11~1) i.e. to speak about the person's khwan. 

To lose cmtr~tge is sia khwan (lifrnr:tru ') 1' e tl1e 'I · 
~ " , • IC HN!Il lS 

des~Jo~led, reversing the position of the two won1s to fchwan sia 

( 'll'H)jli."f'V ), it menns n rlespoiled khwun. 

Good monde, as in soldiers, is khwan dee ( '111"()1~) or good 
khwa.n. 

To keep up the morale is bamnwg khwan (U1'{~'1l{qJ) or the 

sustenance of the khwnn. Usually a priefit will sprinkle conse

crated water on a persons or persons as ::tn act of "bamrung hhwan'' 

as one often witnesses in a ceremony on certain occasions. 

If n baby lying quite nonnally on its bed is startled suddenly 

and gives a sharp ery and then continues to cry its mother or some

one nearby will at once pat lightly many times on the baby's breast, 

and at tbe same time pacify it with such word, "Oh M1wan! abide 
·1· 1 hl' (" '" 14

"") l I Witltn t 1y oc y '. '11'lf.)Jl'i'lf.l fl~f11Jl1HlfllJi>'l':l . Sue 1 treatment is cal ed 

rap khwan (';1\J•ll-fqJ) meaning literally to receive the khwan. In 

its shifted meaning rap khwan means to eajole or to sooth a child 

from peevishness, or to make up to the girl you love if her feelings 

are running high against yo11. 

( 
0 .. ) 

The ceremony of tlwm lchwan 'l'11'11'lt!J is indispensable in 

order to strengthen or confirm the khwan after a fright. In its 

present meaning in everyday use it means a compensation for an 

injury done. To harm a person, a person's animal or thing is ipso 

.facto to injure the khwan which requires a thwn khwan as a restora

tion to its normal state. 

A gift presentccl after a ceremony of tham khwan to the 

participant is called ldwng khwa.n ( '1liWU{qJ) or '' lchwan' s thing''' 

but in current nse the words means a gHt or a present in general. 

Khwan is sometime used as a qualifying word with certain 
nouns to mean precious or an object of affection. For example: 

4 Ql Ill tl ) 

mia khwan, luk khwan, suan khwan (llJ!l'\11qj ~fl'll1t)J ff1U'111t)J means 

respectively a precious wife, a precious child, a precious garden. 
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Khwan chai ( '11d~qjh) literally the khwan of the heart cham khwan 

( IJ'il)J'U1"qj) the highest point of the khwan, khwan l:a. ( 111"qj~l1) the 

lchwan of the eyes, are words used to address one's beloved or 

favourite. The last two words are to be found mostly in poetry. 

Khwan fa ( 'ul,qJVl'l) literally the heavenly khwrm means the beloved. 

Eyes, ears, mouth, noses and hands have their particular 

!duo an; they arc khwan to, khwan huo, khwun ;wk, khwan chamook 
and khwan mii ('ll1qJ~l1 1l'lt}Jl~ '1n"'qp.l1n '\11 .. 1:)11l~!fl "U1 .. 0JljCJ ). These words 

if precede by the verb " to be" mean a feast for whichever particu

lar part of the body is mentioned. For example pen t,~hwcm ta 

( ttlu"ll1t}J~l1) is a feast for the eyes. 

Traditionally a person has :-:12 lcfzwaus. This tradition is 

known among the Thai of Thailand particularly in the North ond 

North-East, also among the Laos and perhaps to the Shans, but so 

far it is not found among the Thai in lhe central area including 

Bangkok. In the many texts of invocations and addresses to the 

khwan in the dialect of the North-Eastern Thai there is an enume· 

ration of the various khwans in a person. There are, apart from 

the khwan of the eyes and so on as mentioned above, heart, the in

testines, the kidneys, etc. Try as l would I could not get the 

khwan to make up their right number of thirty-two. The belief in 

plurality of souls is to be found in many peoples, but so far this 

has not reached to such a number. Probably the thirty-two khwans 

is a later development due to the influence of Buddhism where there 

are enumerated thirty-two integral pmts of a human body. 

2. THE IHIW AN AND ALLI11JD WORDS 

Allied with the lchwan there are three words in the Thai 

language which produce a compl~xity as to the nature of the 
khwcm they are the words min,t.~,· ( :))~ ) chetabhut ( l ~l>l~il ) and chai 

(h). 

Ming like the khwan is an immaterial thing, also residing 

in a person. It gives him good fortune and prosperity if it does 

not desert him. In speaking, the word ming· is frequently couplec\ 
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with the word khwan as ming klul'an. It means probably a mys

terious power supposed to determine one's luck or fortllne. By 
comparing the word 1ning with the Chinese word also ming ( ~) 

meaning life, fate, destiny of men, 1 believe that they are one and 

the same word. The Thai have lost the original meaning oE their 

word ming through the adoption of Pali wore\ chi.vi.t ( •ii1~1 =Pal i 
Jivita) meaning life. The various Thai tribes outside Thailand i.e. 

the Ahom in Assam, the Tho and other Thais in Tongking, the 
Dioi and the Nung in Southern China, still retain the 111i1zfi meaning 

life in their language. 

Like the klw:rtn the word mi11g has shifted its meaning from 

life to that of luck or fortune. It has again been superseded 
in its later meaning by the words ui and st:r£ of Sanskrit and 

Pali origin, both of which mean luck, prosperity, wealth, beauty, 

fame. So popular nre the words sri. and o~iri with the Thais that 

the two words are to be found in the above senses in everyday 

use, and also to he found as n prefix to many Thai litle-munes, and 

aH n suffix to many Thai female personal names. No wonder, then 
that the word ming has become vague in meaning. It is now, 

eonfinecl to limited uses. vVith the exception of the cottplet ming

khwan already mentionc·d, the word tiling strange to say, is nsually 

fo)lowed by u word uf ~he same initial sound such as ming mtwnp, 
.. ~) (''~) ( lWlJtl~ 1ning mia lJ~llJt:J · Tbe word muang means a city, and 

the word tnir.L means a wife. With word ming as a prefix, ming 

mnang and mi.ng mia may mean the best or precious city and the 

best or precious wife. Comparing this with the meaning of 1.-hwan, 

one is no wiser than before. 

We now come to the word r:hetubh!tt. This is n Pnli word 
meaning in its original sense a substance which is the author of 

thought or consciousness. It is, therefore, not much different in 

meaning than to the word mind. But in popular parlance, particu

larly among the older generation, there is not much difference 

between the chetabhut and the khwan in certain characteristics. 

The khwan will forsake someone only when the person is 1n great 

fear or is influenced by evil spirits, while the r:hetabhu.t will leave a 
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person only when he or she is in an apprehensive fear or during 

:sleep in a dream. A man walking alone in a lonely place hears 

footsteps as if someone is w::tlking behind. He turns back in an 

apprehensive fear but sees no one. To country folk the sound 

heurd by the man is no other than his chetabhut. 

There is a folk story about the chetabhnt: well-known among 

the different Thai peoples which agrees in substance and differs 

only in details. Here is one version of the story. Two men on 

a journey took a rest at a certain place One of them fell asleep. 

His companion saw an insect issuing from one of the sleeper's 

nostrils. He followed it and found that the insect, by accident, had 

floundered into a water-hole. It tried to swim to get out of the 

water. The man pnt a bit of grass on the water, letting one end o( 

it touch the water and the other end touch the ground. The insect 

took advantage of that bit of grass and succeeded in getting out of 

water. It crawled back followed by the man and eventually re. 

entered a nostril of the sleeping man who then woke up. He told 

his companion that he had had a bad dream: he fell into some water, 

hut succeeded in getting out without drowning hy means of a piece 

of wood which jutted into the water. His companion then knew 

that the insect: was his friend's chetalihnt. 

Among the stories of the chewbhut as heard from the older 

generation, tl1e form of the chetabhnt. varies. It may be in the form 

of an ant, a eaterpillar, n spider or a scintillating thing somewhat 

like a firefly. Another version of the story relates that the chetabhut 
gnl out from the sleeping man not through a nostril but through 

the tip of one of his toes. Instead of falling into water, the chetabhut; 
climbed up with difficulty to the top of a hill; which in reality was 

only a heap of cow dung. 

Like the Muuan with its thirty-two multiple souls, the 

chetabhut has four. Vifhen a person is very ill in a critical stage 

with no l1ope of recovery, old folk say that three of the sick 

man's four chetabhu.t have left him. Probably the folk refer to the 

traditional four elements, earth, water, wind and fire, but mis

called them chet.ah!wt. Possibly the chet(tbhnt; is no other th~n the 
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J.:lzwrw itself, but of alien origin, which the Thai have gatberect into 
the fold of tl1eir old beliefs along with the kh~t•un. 

/\\though the khtN//1 is nowhere stated explicitly to have 
a physical form, the expression !tlnuan hin or the khwun flies awav 

when it ha~; a fright, points tn the fact that the 1.-h~t•rtn mus-t 

have win~s. The Lno's 1.-hwon is in the form nf a ericket. the 
Malay, ami possibly alsn thnt of the Indonesian, .1etnangat soul 
is in the form of a hird, :tncl the Burmese leip-bya soul is in the 
form of n but1.erf1y. There is also the belief of the people in Europe 
that the floul of a dead man becomes a butted1y or a moth, so there 
arc some possible grounds for thinking that the khwan must ha\'e 
n fonn of some kind. 

Sh way Y oe (Sir George Scott) tells us in his book "The 
Flurman, his Life and Notions'' that the leip-bya or the Burmefle 

butterfly sonl "is the cause of dreams. It is not absolutely necessary 

that the butterfly should remain eonstantly i.n the body; death will 

not necessarily ensue from the separation. When a man is asleep, 
thE>refore, it leaves the body nncl roams far and wide. But in these 

wnnclerings it can only go to those places where the person to whom 

it belongs has previously been. A straying from known paths would 

eause extreme danger to the sleeping body, for it might happen that 
the butterf1y wonlrl lose its w::1y and never return, and then both 

would die. The body because the animating principle was gone, 

and the leip-hJa becnu;;e it had no earthly tenement to live in". 

Sir George Scott, further in the same book, :>ays that there 

is another kind of Boul of the Burmese, the thwe seit which be 
translates as "soul of the blood" Lack of information on the pri

mitive belief of the soul among the people of various races in the 
Indo-Chinese Peninsula is a handicap to comparative study. Anyhow 

the Burmese butterfly soul and the Thai chetabhnt seem to he one 

and the same kind in certain aspects. 

Tbe Chinese say that a man's soul goes out at night during 

sleep through an aperture on the crown of the head. (Compare the 
brahmarandhm·a or Brahma's opening of the Hindus, where the soul 
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of a holy man leaves the body during death from an aperture in the 

same locality of the head). A man's dream i.s the experience of the 

soul while roaming. As the soul gets in and ou l every night, the 

hair on the crown of the head is disturbed by continual treading 

of the soul, so they arc:, therefore, unable to grow and thrive, unlike 

the hair on either side of the head, which grows luxuriantly undis

turbed by the treftding of the soul. Hence., baldness is mmally 

confined lo the eentral part of the head. 

The Thai /Juoan goes out from that part of the head also, 

though it is not expressly stated. An average Thai will not tolerate 

without resentment anyone touching hi:> head. Woe to the person 

who pats a Thai head, if that person is a woman. Worse still if the 

hand that touches it is a left hand, for that hand is unclean, parti

cularly that of a woman. No man if he can will pass under a clothes 

line, nor let a woman's lower garment touch his head. When passing 

or standing near a snperior or an elder, one should lower one's head 
in order not to be above or on an equal level with the head of that 
personage. If that personage sits on a chair or on a raised platform 

one musl lower one's head when passing ncDr the person. If he 

squats on a carpet or floor one mu:;t kneel or crawl. These socinl 

habits have become so conventionalized that they nnw form part of 

the Thai eticJuette of good manners and decorum. Why is the 

average Thai so fastidous ahout his head'( The reason perhaps may 
be found in the old belief that the khtNm has something to do with 

the head. If you want two boys to have a fight, just draw on the 

ground two circles, assuming that one of the circles is one of the 

boys' head, and the other circle is the head of the other boy (t~um11-

to draw heads). Now, dare the boys to rub out the other's cirele 

with their feet. Should one of them accept the dare rtnd do it, it is 

a grent insult and in most cases there will be rdi.p;ht between the two. 

That is how sacred the head is among the Thai, and this I believe 
to be due to the belief of the !.hwwt. 

The Thai word chai which means heart or mind, is also 

curious. Through magical art the chai can be removed from a 
person like a possession and hidden somewhere. No harm will be 
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done to the owner but it will give the person invincibility for no 

weapon can harm him. He will dw only when his clztang chai 

(the heart in a round form) is discovered in its hidden place and 
cl'Ushed. The magical removal of a heart is called in Thai thad 

duang chai ( tt'1l~~·H'h) which quite literally means to remove a 
heart. By extension, a lover may say to his beloved that he has 
entrustec1 his heart to her. The belief of removal of a heart by 
magical means is to be found only in a certain class of Thai literature. 
It is probably of Indian origin. When frightened one's chai or 

"heart is lost and overturned'' (i1lmtJ'l'\ltA1) whereas the" khwan flees 

and bile withers" ('ll1't)l'Yil1~J'1l). Why, I do not know. As one of the 
causes of jaundice is a severe mental emotion like anger or fright 
one is apt to think ''the khwan flees and bile withers" has the same 
cause as the jaundice. 

The word chai forms a couplet with the khwan in lchwan 

cluti and the word khwan forms a couplet with ming in ming lchwan 

One can not reverse the order of these two couplets nor can one 

interchange their components. I venture to translate the couplet 
khwan chai as the khwan or vital spirit of the chai or heart while 
ming khwan is the ming or life of the lchwan. Hence a person has 
in himself or herself a chai (heart or mind), while the chai has 
its khwan (soul or vital spirit), and the khwan has its ming (life). 

3, "'NlAl\'I KHWAN" CEREl\'IONY 

If a child comes home crying and in u feverish condition after 

experiencing a fall or a scare, people believe that the khwan has 

left the child. Someone, usually the child's mother, will in an in
stant take a brass bowl 1 with its ladle and a piece of cloth and go 
out directly to the spot where the child is supposed to have lost the 
khwan. Calling back the child's khwan which is imagined to be 

1. The brass bowl as referred to above is a domestic utensil for 
storing cooked rice and is to be found in nearly every Thai home in 

the central part of Thailand. It is called khan ( 'li'u l in Thai. One 
frequently sees it in the eady hottr of the morning when people present 
foo(i to monks. 
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nearby at the spot, the child's mother takes the ladle out ancl dips 
up the imagined lrhu·an, which she puts in the brass bowl, and 
covers it with the piece of cloth. H.eturning home to the sick child she 
turns the brass howl round and round many times over the child, 
in the hope that the lrlt~cnn will scent. possibly from odor, the 
ebild; thus enabling it to go back to its former abode in the child. 
Pieces of unspun cotton thread ( n thing to he found in every Thai 
horne where there is home spinning and weaving) are then tied in 
a fast knot round either wrist of the child. Then follows a wish or 
blessing with a present as a gift to the child. With such procedure 
and trentment it i~ believed that the sick ehi.ld in due time will 
regain its normal self. 

In this simple ceremony just deseribed, the first act done is 
called riak khu·m1 ( L~tlfl'Ui'f)J) meaning the calling of the lcllll'an. 

The next: is called taJr ltlnmn ( W~"'mrii.)J) or the dipping up of the 

klomn, and the tying of unspun cotton threads round the ehild's 
wrists is called phook kh11·an ( NT1'\l1"m) or the tying of the khwan. 

" 0~ 

The whole procedure is called tliam lrhn·rw, literally the making 
of the lil11can or, in its shifted meaning in current usc t{S already 
mentioned, compensation for an injury done. What has been des
cribed of the l; lomn here is mainly done in Bangkok and in the 
central area of Thailand. In other areas of Thailand the words 
and details of the ceremony vary but overlap to a degree where two 
sub.cultnres meet. For instance, in Northern Thailand 1he tharn 

lrllttan ceremony is called r.hom1 lclnum ( l~t~'lrlt}J) i.e. the invita

tion of the khll'un, while in the north-eastern part of Thailand 
where its culture meets that of the Laos and also in a southerly 

direction that of the Cambodians it is called 81./. khwa,~ ( ~'lrif.)l ), 
i.e. the welcoming of the klwrm, The tying of unspun threads 

round the wrists is called 111af mii ( ~1'1"1~~) in Northern Thailand, 
meaning the binding of the hand. In the North-East it is called 

•• " .I( 

Jlook lrha.lt mu ( t~fl'iiUJtJ) or the tying of the wrists. The 
ceremony of th" m khwan or to be short the hhwan ceremony as 
given hitherto is in its simple form. There is also a certain kind 
of !tlw·an ceremony in a eomplex form, perhaps due .to later 
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development, with degrees of elaboration pertaining to different 

classes and ranks of the people concerned. 

Also, when a child every now and then has an ailment with 

" l d d f d 'll " ( " <\"' " , 01 
t wee ays goo ·our ays 1 {Y1lJ'lU'llfl''lU "'l •co sam wan di si 

wrw kha.i) as in the current Thai expression, a condition which 

may, in the long run, deteriorate into serious ill-health with a ten

dency not to smvive, such child is called in Thai ''hard to raise" 
11. 

(lftU\IU1fl). When a child is in such a condition, a person known to 
)4 I 

"raise children easily" (lClfl-3~!N1tl) is invited to come and tie the 

lrhu·an for the chikl. The person will tie both wrists of the child 

with unspun cotton threads. Before tying, the person takes one end 

of the thread brushing it to and fro over the child's wrist many times, 

and at the snme time expresses a wish for the welfare of the child inn 

formal chant worded thus: "Oh lchwan! abide with the flesh and body 
"(",.,!I!.,., tdo:!) 

(=peace) and be cool and happy . 'll1~)Htl~!11JLU!ltl1Hn~~'il~l!Jl.II1Jllf!'\l,. 

One will notice that, living in a comparative warm climate, the Thai 

expression for a peaceful life is a life of coolness, The brushing o{ 

the tip of a thread on a child's wrist is probably of Indian origin 

(compare the investiture of the sacred cord of the Hindu twice-born). 

There is a saying in a rhyming eouplet of the people in the northern 

area that "to tie the left hand is to let the khwan come, to tie the 
. h . 1 h " ( "l " ,, " Jj ng t one, 1s to et t e khwan stay NfllJ'il'll1tl 'H"'l1tJ)lll WmHJ'\111 

'1~'11-i'tya~). As the visible sign of life in ma•n is the reg~lar beating 

of the pulse, perhaps the tying of the khu·,w round the wrists is to 

keep it within bounds. 

Some fifty years ago small silver coins with two denomina. 

tions of an eighth and a quarter of a baht, were used in this 

country. The person who tied the 1chwan, made from these coins a 

plain inflexible and small bracelet, something like an anklet which 

could be adjusted in size. Such a bracelet is called in Thni a ''spirit

fetter'' bracelet ( rh1n~'el~). The person who performed the tying of 

the khwan put a pair of such bracelets on either wrist of the child as 

a lchwan gift. Sometime, in its simple form, one of these small coins, 
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which had a hole in the middle, was strung to the unspun cotton 

thread. It is to be noted that such small silver coins were to be 

purchased from a widow. The parents of the child by custom had 

to pay the person performing the tying of the khwan an amount of 

money equal to the price for the coins he had paid to the widow. 

Possibly due to a later development, instead of a silver bracelet, 

gold or alloy of gold was used, and sometime also with a minia

ture lock made of the same metal as the bracelet. At this 

stage of development it became unnecessary to purchase the metal 

from a widow, nor had the parents of the child to pay equal the 

price of the bracelet to the person perforrning the tying of the khwan. 

In fact the parents of the child simply gave something of value in 

gratitude to the person tying the khu.:an. Usually the performers of 

the tying of the lchwnn were two persons, a man and his wife, who 

alternately tied either the right or left wrists of the child. 

What is recorded here is confined to Bangkok and derived 

from personal experience. In outlying districts, particularly in the 

central part of Thailand among the peasant folk, the tying of the 

khu;an was no doubt the same but probably simpler. According 

to my information, the miniature locks strung to the unspun cotton 

threads were sometimes made of wood carved into the shape of a 

lock, the wood having been taken from a beam supporting the floor 

of monk's privy; or in substitution for a lock, the bone of a frog's leg 

was used, which looked like a Chinese old style lock in shape as 

used by people before the coming of European locks and keys, or 

sometimes a vulture's bone in the shape of a takrut (~11;f1~~) or a 

cylindrical shaped amulet was worn. 

Also, in case of a child who is frequently ill, if he is a boy. 

the parents take him to a monk to have the tying of the khwan, 

If the child is a girl, the monk will give pieces of consecrated 

unspun cotto.n threads to the parents to tie the child's lc/lwan by 
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themselves at home, for monks cannot consciously touch a female 

without sinning. The bringing of a child to a monk for tying of 

the lthwan is called in Thai idiom that plw pa ('IHll'lN1ll1) literally 

it means to lay a cloth in a forest or an uninhabited place. The 

thot pha pa is a name of a certain convention where a monk's 

robe is laid for merit-making on n brancl1 of a tree where a monk 

may come by and "draw" it. In ancient days a Buddhist monk lived 

the life of a mendicant. By discipline, a monk could possess only 

one yellow robe-a set of three pieces. More than the pieces he wore 

he could not possess. When the garments became tattered and 

worn out, he had to replace them from discarded cloth which be 

found. This he washed, dyed and cut into the desired shapes. Per

haps later on some meritorious minded person, seeing the plight of 

a monk in a tattered robe, placed a cloth on the brnnch of a tree 

where a passing monk might see and take it for his use. By discip

line a monk cannot receive a robe offered from anyone unless it he 

during the month after the Buddhist Lenten period, when a monk by 

the religious vote of the brotherhood may accept a robe from anyone 

in a ceremonial presentation. 

( "' "' as a kathin robe~ ~l1iljjU). 

Such a presentation robe is known 

In the present day there has arisen a 

method of presenting the that pha pa by hanging the robe on a 

branch of a tree together with other articles as befitting gifts to a 

monk. Usually the robe to be presented is hung on a cut branch of 

a tree placed in an ornamental basket or otherwise, together with 

other articles hanging on the branch of the tree. Prominent among 

these articles is n towel made in to the shape of a gibbon which 

purports to be a denizen of the forest. Sometimes there are many 

decorated baskets in a that pha pn ceremony where many people 

co-operate. These are carried in a grand procession to the intended 

wat or monastery where the monks help themselves to the gifts. 

The taking of a frequently sick child to a monk for the tying 

pf the lchwan. as a thot pha p(~ is a ruse to hoodwink the phi 
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(rh or spirit. A child was often ill, the people believed, because of 

the phi who wanted to take away the child.! If the child now 

belonged to a monk, as if it had been left as a that pha pa, it wns 

believed that the phi would not clare to afflict the child any more, 

for the phi fears a monk on account of his holiness. 

If a parent, usually the mother, has to be away from home 

temporary and entrusts someone with the care of her baby, she will 
tie an unspun cotton thread to each of the baby's wrists. She must 

say something in a cajoling manner to the baby that she will come 

back as soon as possible, may it be good and happy during her 

absence. If the mother leaves her baby without performing such 

necessary leave.taking, the baby, during her absence will show 

signs of vexation and cry continually. Such is a belief of the 

people which bas existed even up to the present time. When a 

baby during its mother's absence cries every now and then as if it 
suffers a pain or illness, people nearby will make a remark during 

her absence that she is a modern-minded mother who has not obser

ved such a necessary performance. 

1. According to popular belief, a person is born through the 
making of the phi. The phi shapes some clay, perhaps, into th() 
figure of a child to its own liking. It then puts the figure into the womb 
of a woman and a conception ensues. Within three days after the chlld 
is boru, the phi will come to see the child, and if it finds the baby 
still to its liking it will take away the baby, which means the baby will 
die. Hence the well-known Thai expression as "three days (the baby) 

is a phi's child; four days a human's child" (t't'U.l'l'l-IC\!1~ ~1lH'lflfH!) 
meaning that within three days after birth the baby may "die to b;come 
a phi's servant. If in the fourth day the baby still lives, it is then a 
lntman's child. There is a trick to mislead the phi by selling the baby 
immediately it is born to some one, by make-believe to mislead the 
phi that the baby is not the woman's child. In order to hoodwink the 
phi furtber, the baby is named with words of undesirable meaning 
such as buffalo, dog, frog, bad smell. and so on. When the phi hears 
of a baby with such 11ames, it will not take away the baby believing the 
baby has such characteristics as the names describe. Such names 
sometimes stick and survive with the baby until it has become a man 
without any change; if the baby grows into a child but has continual 
ill-health, the parents believe that it is the phi again wl10 is the 
cause of the tt·ouble, hence the giving away of the child to a l11Dnk in 
the t!tot pha pa fashio11. 
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In the North and North-East of Thailand there is a tharn 

khwan ceremony for distinguished visitors who have been tempo

rarily in their midst. Also, in Central Thailand there is a tham 

khwan ceremony for n person who comes back after a' long absence 

from home or retmns from on expedition of war. The nature of the 

performance of such a tharn lchwan ceremony is not a simple one 
sueh as has already been described. Neither is the tham khwan 

ceremony related to other rites of pnssage. Before clealing with 
these ceremonies it is necessary to describe first, certain parapher 
nalia in connection with the thrrm k/r.wrrn ceremony in ihe next 
chapter. 

4.. AltTlOLES IN CONNECTION Wl'rH 'l'JH<; 

'l'HAM IiHWAN CJiJREMONY 

The chief srticle in connection with the tlwm khwan ceremony 

is the bni si ( lJltlfl'~ -long ai. in bai ), It is a word of Cambodian 

origin, meaning literally auspicious rice or in other word the 

Jd~war1 rice. In Northern Thailand it is called also bai si 

( hm~) but with a short sound in bai, which means auspicious leaf, 

or also khan si ( 'll~lHl'~) or auspicious tray, while in the North

East it is called ba si ( U1fl~ ), no donht a corrupted form of 

ba.i si. 

There are two kinds of hai si; the bai si pak cham 
( U1Vflitl1fl'll1l.l) meaning literally the dish-border hai si, and the 

bai. .~i 't'ai ( U1tlfl'~1mJ) or the major hai si.. Sometimes it is 
•' " il 

ealled bai si dwn ( lJ1fJff~.f,J -- tiered hai si) or l111i si tanp; C 1J1tlf'l'j~'l-
standing bai si) 

Tlte Bai Si Pak Cllam. This kind of bai si is composed of 

tlwee items; (a) the kructi ( f111U) or the cone-shape vessel, 

(b) the nom mea ( lUHll.I'J) or eat's breasts, and (c) the mangdrt 

( lll.H1'11- king-crab or horseshoe-crab-Tachypleus gigas). 

(a ) The knwi. This cone-shape vessel is made of banana, 

leaf, cut and folded in such shape and filled with cooked rice. In 

fact the kruai is similar to the ice-cream cone in shape. It is 

placed with its circular base in the centre of a large sized dish. 

The· apex of the lcrttai is surmounted hy n hard-boiled duck's 
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egg, shelled and pinned by a small wood sliver. (In the North, 

ci ther a hen's or a duck's egg may be used, and in the North-East 

only a hen's egg is used. Probably this ls clue to the abundance of 

hen's eggs in relation to duck's eggs). This egg is called kiwi 
khwan ( '!~'U'l.,t)J ) or khwan' s egg. Usually the khwan's egg is again 

surmounted by a row or a clt~ster of flowers placed one upon an

other. with a wood pin stuck in the top of the egg. 

(b) Nom mea or cat' s breasts. Each '· cat' s breast'' is 

made of a strip of banana leaf which has been cut to size and then 

folded back so as to make a flat triangular, arrowhead shape at the 

fold with a residual " tail " below. Three of these " breasts'' are 

then placed one upon another in an overlapping sequence so as to 

form one unit with an overall triangular shape with a common 

major apex but with the minor apices (the eat's breasts) jutting 

out a little below the topmost point like spurs or spikes (a bit like 

the layers of an artichoke). Three of these triangular, multi-apical 

units are placed equidistantly round the dish with the apices stick

ing up and jutting out slightly beyond the rim of the dish. The 

residual tail-ends of the "breast" are roughly interwoven into one 

whole forming the "floor" of the dish and are fastened together 

with a small wooden pin to prevent them from comming loose and 

unfolding. Thus the three units of three, though separated radially, 

arc pinned together in the centre by their tails. As a further anchor 

to keep everything in place, the kruai-cone full of cooked rice is 

placed point-upwards in the centre of the dish on top of the tails. 

The cone of the luuai should be higher than the apices of the units 

around it. For the above reasons the "dish-border bai-si" is some

times called ba.i-si-nom-meo or the eat's breasts bai si. 

(c) 1\!Jangd(t. A banana leaf cut into the shape of a serrated 

leaf, something like the outline of a rnangda, (king-crab or 

horseshoe-crab). Such is the name of this article. The middle 

of the serrated leaf is cut through into two slits like a gable 

in shape. Three pieces of this mangda but sometimes four, are 

placed in the same way ;1s the norn meo or eat's breasts, but at 

intervn1s between tho nom meo. The rncm.gda has also a long 



Bai Sri Pale Cham. (1J1Ufl'~lhfl'111~) Dish-border Bai Sri. 
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tail which is twisted with the other two of its set and placed in the 
same manner as the nom meo. The mangda is sometime called 
tao ( l~ll) or tortoise, probably from its shape. 

Three pieces of ripe banana cut lengthwise are inserted in 
the folds of the no1n meo or cats breasts. The banana as used 
traditionally is from a variety known as klua.i nrun Thcti (ncl'·;w,f, 
'lvw ). Three pieces of cucumber, also cut lengthwise, arc placed 
each on the mangrla. These pieces of banana and cucumber 
may be placed simply in the bai si dish in a consecutive man
ner at either place. Three pieces of sweetmeat are sometimes 
used in place of the three pieces of banana and cucumber. Sweet
meat as used commonly is of the kind known as k/wnom tmn khao 

( "'l1-lmi'lJ'Iln) meaning H.terally "boiled-white sweetmeat''. It is 
made of glutinous rice flour kneeded and rolled into a shapo and 
size of the children's stone marble with a small piece of palm sugar 
c3ke inserted within. This is boiled and sprinkled with shreds of 
ripe-coconut flesh. It seems similar to the I-Iindn sweetmeat called 
modaka which I have been told of, which is used by the Hindus as 
an offerring to their spirits and deities. The Thai use it too as 
snch an offering. Other kind of sweetmeat may be used in place 
of the above one. 

There are also three sets of another kind of offerings which 
compose a set: one beeswax taper, an incense stick and a Hower. 
These are stuck and placed in and around the bai si dish alter
nately between the eat's breast and the king crabs. Extra f-lowers 
usually jasmin may bs nsed as decoration. Pieces of unspun cotton 
threads of a hand~span in length are placed across the eat's breasts. 
These threads are used for the tying of the khwan. The "dish
border bai si" is an offering either to the khwan or to a deity, if 
an offering is made to a deity there is no necessity to supply snch 
threads. 

Cl'i/Jical comment. The "dish border bai ,~i." is evidently a plate 
of food and sweetmeats as an offering to the khwan. lt il' perhaps, 
in part, of Indian origin. Orthodox Hinclns are vegetarians and in 
certain localities take their food from banana leaf or from a platter 
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made of such material. The Thai on the other hand take their food 
from a dish. They may take their food from a banana leaf platter 
only on certain occasions when there is no dish at hand, as in a 

picnic excursion for example. In Thai tradi tiona! customs when an 

offering of food and sweetmeat is to propitiate spirits or deities, it 

is always offered in a platter made either of banana leaf or from the 
sheaths of banana stem in certain prescribed shapes as dictated by 
tradition. The offering of food and sweetmeats to the khwan is 
in one respect differrent from that offered to the gods and deities. 

In the former the owner of the khwan is visibly there, while the 
latter are a! ways invisible. It looks undecorous to have food and 
sweetmeats placed in a banana leaf platter instead of a dish for en
tertaining a person who is the owner of the khu;an. The placing 
of a banana platter in a large dish or tray is probably a compromise 
between a tradition and a Thai reeognized good manners. Even 
today when one offers anything to one's superiors or elders, either 
a glass of water or an invitation card, for exurnple, it should be 
placed on a salver or a tray when handing it. The handing of any
thing to a superior or an elder in the offhand manner tolerated 

nowadays is undoubtedly due to the impact of other cultures. 

The lmwi is evidently no other than the cone-shape woven 
bamboo covering for food called in Thai fa chi (r~1~) to be found 
in many Thai homes. The fa chi is always covered with a red 
cloth, and in certain special occasions with brocades. Thai food 
traditionally are placed in dishes and these again arc arranged in a 
tray. A fa chi for covering the food before partaking them is, 
therefore, a necessity. 

The l.:hwan egg on the apex: of the /mwi may be a symbol 
of vitality or a second spiritual rebirth if partaken ceremonially by 
the owner of the khwan. (compare : Easter: egg). 

The nom meu or eat's breasts and mangdct or king-crabs 
are undoubtedly the serrated decorations round the borders of the 
banana leaf platter. The be~t kind of Thai banana leaf platter is 
made with a surmounted serrated border called in Thai krathong 
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1:hirm ( m~Vl~l~~) meaning a surmounted-border lcrathong. H 

such a platter is a small one, when placed in a large deep dish, only 
the surmounted border of the krathong will be visible to the eyes 

from a. distance as something with pointed tips protruding above the 

rim of the dish. No doubt in a later period the banana leaf platter 

might have been discarded for the reason that the dish itself is an 

appropriate receptacle for food and rice, why then should a banana 
leaf platter be utilized unnessarily. A trace of a banana leaf platter 

with serrated borders survived only in its border-decoration. 

Sliced banana and encumbers are dainties among the Hindu 
in India in certain localities, as in Calcutta for example. Perhaps 

the bananas and cucumbers are also dainties of the t..h10an and 

have their source perhaps from India. 

One will notice that the number of things as used in the bai 
si is always in three. This is a favorite number with the Thai. 

Bai si Yai or Major Bai si. 'l'his is a kind of strnctnre usually 

pyramidal in shape and is composed of five tapering tiers. There 

are a1so seven or even nine tiers, but they are rarely constructed 

owing to the fact the whole structure would be too high and would 

not stand firmly unless it had a relative large base. The five tiers 
have as their platforms thin boards, round and flat like a disc, with 
a rod or shaft running through a perforated hole in the centre of 
each disc. The discs vary in sizes, the lower one is relatively the 

largest and the size becomes gradually smaller with the higher ones 
in a tapering manner. The borders of each of the discs are or-
namented by the nom mco or eat's breasts. They are arranged 
in two consecutive circles; the top one with its tips pointed in a 
sky-ward directions and the lower one with the tips pointed in the 

opposite direction. These two nom meo with their pointed tips 

in opposite directions are fastened round the borders of the disc by 
a clasp-like fastener made of a material from the sheath of a banana 
stalk. On each di~c, save the highest and smallest one, are small 
bapan\l leaf platters filled with food, sweetmeats and ~hoicest fruits, 
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On the highest cHile is placed a :;msll bowl or dish decorated with 

flowers. In the old days a bai si pal.~ cham or a dish-border bai 

si was the thing in use. It is still to be seen, but infrequently, up 
to the present time. Three laths of bamboo splits of an appropriate 

length are placed endways at equal distances from base to top of the 
sides of the structure and fastened each with three knots in equal 
proportions. These three laths of bamboo are supporters of the 
structure. Three young banana leaves ( iiHlfl~S'el\.1) are wrapped 

round tbe structure, and this again is wrapped with a piece of 

brocade or other valuable textile materials. This cloth is called 
pha haw khwan ( rJ1MeJ'1l1"'ty) or "khwan's cloth wrapper". 

The making of bai si, especially the folding of banana 
leaves into cone-shape nom meo or eat's breasts, was in the old 
days handed and taught traditionally to the younger members of the 
family. When a novice had a sufficient command over the folding 
of the bai si he or she was initiated into the mystic art. The 
initiation was simple. The teacher will hold the hands of the 
novice while folding banana leaves into the shape of nom meo. 

Such an initiation is called in Thai krob ( fl1'illJ) which means 
to cover (or to impart asknowledge to the pupil). The "krob 

ceremony" or initiation is not confined only to the making of bai 

si, but is used in most of the traditional arts, for instance, the fine 
arts, sculpture, painting, music (both vocal and instrumental) and 
dramatic art, have their "krob ceremonies", some peculiar to each 

case as well. The School of Music and Dramatic Art of the Silpnkorn 
University has its annual/crab ceremony. 

The best made major bai si is decorated around the shaft 
with flowers or with figures carved from sweet potatoes and unripe 
papaya fruits into scenes taken from certain episodes of the best 
known Thai literature. Such figure carving is called keh bai si 

"' ( l!ll~lJ1tlfl"l ==carving of bai si ). . The "carving of bai si" forms a 

part of a certain class of Thai oral literature called le keh bai si 

( tmJllm:lJ1tlfl'~) in which a reciter describes in an intoned voice as 
an extra part of an invocation to the khwan depicting certain 
imaginary scenes to be found as decoratives of the bai si. Such 



~~ 1 
Major Bai Sri (1J1tlfl":i i'rhy) of the First Reign, 

(From the mural painting in Buddhaisawan Hall in the 
National Museum, Bangkok). 
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decoration of the bai si is rarely found nowaday for it cost a lot 
of skill and time, not to speak of the relatively high pecuniary cost. 
This workmanship is also to be seen frequently as decoration of the 
best mnde -funeral pyres. 

Critical comme11t. Owing to the real meaning of the bai si 

and also that of the kh1va,rL being vaguely understood by most 
people, the bai si in modern times has undergone innovations in 
certain aspects. Instead of the cone-shape things surrounded the 
discs of the major bai si are made with banana leaves, in some 
cases they are now made with croton leaves-a garden shrub with 
ornamental foliages variously coloured and shaped ( codiacwn 

variegatum euphorbiaceac ). In one instance, the major bai si is con
structed entirely of wood and painted, so as to have it look like a 
real traditional one. The cone shape nom mea or eat's breasts 
are painted green like the colour of banana leaves; the rod that 
runs through the centre of the discs is made into the shape of the 
mythological naga-snake ( 'W1'i\) and painted white. So also the 
khwan egg at the apex of bai si is made of wood and painted 
white too. This bai si is made by a professional khwan doctor 
( 11lJ'D'Ii1"1:))) who officiates at the ceremony. Perhaps the khwan 

doctor wants to save the trouble of laborious work in constructing 
a major bai si in its traditional style every time when there is a 
brisk demand for his professional service during the season of 
Buddhist ordination period, when there are in most cases tham 
1.-hwan ceremonies for the many candidates. Also the ld1wan 

doctor will be able to lower his officiating fee against competitions 
of other men in his own profession. When there is a tham khwan 

ceremony for a Buddha image newly cast, the major bai si on 
such an occasion is filled in the disc-platters with flowers instead 
of food, sweetmeats and fruits. As food and sweetmeats are meant 
as oblation to the spirit, I believe that the replacement of the bai 

si pak cham or dish-border bai si on the topmost disc by a silver 
bowl or dish with flowers is the probable reason. 

Tile royal hai si. There are three types of bai si used in the 
royal tham khwan ceremony. 
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"" 1. Bai si tong long thong khao (1J1Ufl'.i\11'1Nl'l'fl~1~'€hi'llTJ) meaning 

literally banana leaf bai si with nickel covers. This is a major ba.i si 

as previously described, with the exception of the rod and discs 

which are made of nickel instead of wood as in ordinary major bai si. 

It is always in seven tiers and one of a pair. 

"" " 2. (a) bai si keo (1J1UFI'.i llfn) or crystal bai si (b) hai si thong 

(1J1Ufliwa~) or gold bai si, (c) bai si ngern (U1tlflit~'U) or silver bai si. 

These three kinds of bai si are composed of trays supported on pedes
tals in various graduated sizes placed upon one another in such a 

way so as to form five or seven tiers in a pyramid-shape like the 

ordinary major bai si. They are named crystal, gold or silver bai. si 

according the materials used as trays. Food and sweet-meats are 

placed on every tray. They form a set by themselves known as a 

minor set of bai si, (in contrast to a major set of bai si in 3.), and 
are used in the royal tham khwan ceremony on a minor scale. The 
crystal bai si stands in the middle of a row, the gold bai si on the 

right side of the crystal bai si and the silver bai si .on the left side. 

The pair of banana leaf bai siin 1. stand apart by themselves. This 
reflects that the bai si in 2 is a later addition to the banana leaf bai si 

in 1. 

3. This is exactly the same as the bai si in 1 and 2, but 

bigger in size for an occasion of tham khwan ceremony in grand 
style. 

Compleme11tm·y articles of tlte royal majo1· bai si. 

include:-
These 

• ( I 9 ~ ) 1. Waen wwL thwn 1!1h!l1tltJl'I'Hl1J . It is a taper holder 

made of brass in a lenticular shape with three beeswax tapers fixed 

on it. Five of such taper holders form a set and are stuck in a metal 

bow 1 filled with rice as supporters. These taper holders are used 

only when there is a wien thian ceremony or the waving of taper
lights carried round and round a candidate in a circle. The ceremony 

is no other than the aspersion of light in ritual purification of the 

candidate. 
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2. Thian jai ( triuJ.!iu) or victory candle. Such a candle 
is lit from special fire caught from the sun by a magnifying glass and 
is stuck in a candlestick. (Compare the Indian " arani ", a wood 
friction method of producing sacred fire). 

3. Unguents of scented oil or paste, or sometime both, for 

anointing the tapers on the holders. 

4. A salver of betel"vine leaves. 

5. Pieces of unspun cotton threads placed in the same salver 
as in 4. (If these pieces of threads are provided already in the dish 
border b~i si such threads are not necessary). 

6. A young coconut on a salver. The coconut is pared of its 
outer husk and sometimes its top is cut off and opened. There is also 
a small silver spoon on the salver. 

There are sometimes extra things, supplementary to the above 
articles as described. There may be a pair of boiled pig's beads, or 
there may be a number of trays filled with food. 

The articles as listed are for the royal tham khwan ceremony 
on a grand scale, which includes the rite of wien thian or the 
waving of lights. Certain articles listed may be omitted, or 
there may be additions as dictated by necessity. The tham 

khwan ceremony is not t:onfined to human beings only, but may be 
extended also to certain kinds of domestic animals and other inani
mate things as well. In the royal tham khwan ceremony the 
listed articles are in most cases in triplets, so also is the crystal, gold 
and silver bai si. 

There is a certain type of bai si madE: of two circles of the 
pointed-tip nam mea arranged in two consecutive circles one with 
its tips pointed in a sky-ward direction and the low one with the 
tips pointed in the opposition direction. This doubled circlet is 
stuck on a stalk or bole of banana tree of a certain length as its base. 
There is nothing in the lwi si except flowers, incense sticks and, 
perhaps, a taper. I was told that food or other eatables were pro
vided as an offering to a spirit or a deity in a separate tray. It has 
nothing to do with the khwan. After the offering, the bai si 
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was left at the place as something discarded. It has no particular 
name except merely as bai si. This sort of simple ba.i. si is 
found in the provinces of Pitsanulok and Sukhothai, and probably is 
also to be found in the other neighbouring provinces. 

5. THAM IHIWAN CEREMONY. 

The tham u~wan ceremony consists mainly of three parts, 
namely: 

( 1) Wien thian or the waving of lights. 

( 2) The feast of the lchwan. 

( 3) Puok khwan or the tying of the khwan with unspun 

cotton threads. 

The ceremony as performed by the people, particnl11rly in 
Bangkok, is for the following persons, animals and things : 

(a) a month old baby when its first hair, (called "fire 
hair" - NlJh! in Thai), is shaved ceremoniously. 

(b) a person coming of age when his or her top-knot is 
. q~1 ) cut 10 a tonsure ceremony t l"'fl fll..l'~fl • 

(c) A person when he is going to be ordained as a 
Buddhist monk on the eve of the ordaining ceremony. 

( d ) a bride and bridegroom in a wedding ceremony. 

(e) a per~on returning home after a long absence or after 
a recovery from a long illness. 

(f) certain domestic animals and inanimate things. 

Of these the one still practiced in force is (c) when a 
person is going to be ordained. The others are rarely done nowadays, 
except on the outskirts of Bangkok or in the rural parts of Central 
Thailand. 

The performance of the tham khwan ceremony may be 
performed in an abbreviated form or in an elaborate one. The former 
comists of the tying of the unspun cotton threads ( phook khwan) 
and the feast of the khw1r.n with a dish-border bai si only, and 
there is no ceremony of the waving of lights. The latter consists 
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of the ( 1) wien thian, ( 2) the feast of the khwan with the 
dish-border bai si and the major bai si, and the phook lchwan 

ceremony. 

The tham khwan ceremony in its elaborate form is as 
follows: 

The two kinds of bai si, i.e. the dish-border bai si and 
the major bai si, are placed in the middle of a room prepared for 
the purpose. It is spread with mats or carpeted for the occasion, 
two small low tables stand on either sides of the two bai si. 

There are on one of the tables three ceremonial taper holders, each 
with three tapers attached to it in a row, stuck in a metal bowl 
(usually silver or gold-plated) filled with rice. The rice in this 
particular case has no meaning. It is used merely as a support to 
the taper-holders only. Rice has always been a thing ready at hand 
in every home; hence the convenience of its utilization for such a 
purpose, and it has then developed into a tradition. The number of 
taper holders may be more than three as occassion demands if the 
room is a big one and there are more people participating in the 
rite. The number is always odd for it is deemed lucky. On the 

same table is a metal tray with a pedestal called phan ( vnl!) in 
Thai. In it is placed a young coconut pared of its outer husk and 
with its top cut open. There is also in the tray a spoon. On the 
other table are "small victory candle'' ( thian chai) on a candlestick 
and a small jar or two of unguents of scented paste and oil. There 
may be on the table a gold decorated conch shell placed also on a 
tray. (This is a redundance unless there is a lustration of water). 

When the astrological auspicious moment arrives, the can
didate in befitting apparel on such an occasion is led by the hand 
(or carried if a child) by a parent or an elder of the family into the 
middle of the room and sits alone near the two bai si surrounded 
by a ring of relatives and friends in the sitting position. A Thai 
classical orchestra, if there is any, plays a familiar tune when the 
auspicious moment arrives and stops playing when the candidate is 
seated. 
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Now a pundit, either a native brahman or a professional 
layman sitting nearby, starts to initiate the rite. He moves into the 
middle of the room and sits in an appropriate posture 1 before the 
candidate and the bai si. He directly raises his hands and clasp 
them palm to palm in a worshipful attitude, and commences to recite, 
in some places with intonations, in a loud voice the invocation of 
the kh:wan. The invocation consists of three parts, and the end 
of each part is marked by the beating of a big gong, three strokes 
accompanied by three cheers of ho hiu ( 111~1 ).2 The commencement 
of the invocation is the adoration of the Buddhist Sacred Triple 
Gem, then follows the adoration of the King, the parents and ihe 
teachers. This is confined to the ordination reremony only. As to 
the tonsure ceremony the high gods of Hindui;m are also invoked. 
In other ceremonies indigeneous tutelary gods receive the same 
homage. These reflect the traditional belief of the people. The 
rest of the invocation depicts the way of life of the Thai in the old 
days, Ol' at least during the time of the author who composed it. It 
describes, for example, what tenderness and love has been bestowed 
on the candidate by the parents in his tender years, how he has 
been reared and trained. The last part contains the invocation to the 
khwan not to stray in forbidden paths but stay always with the 
candidate. A feast of delicious food and dainties is arranged for the 
khwan to partake in pleasant surroundings. Here the invocation 
depicts the various foods and dainties, and the scene of the best 
furnished room of a typical Thai house in the past. The descrip
tion does not necessarily coincide with the real things in the room. 

1. The appropriate posture here is the sideways sitting posture 
with the lower limbs turned inward and touched behind the haunches 

( J.,~ <{ ) 

U~YilHWfllJ • By traditional etiquette squatting directly on the 
J., ) J., 4 

haunches (U\II:Hl\1'1 sitting with stretched legs (U\Il'l11Hl~'ll1), or squatting 

crouched on floor or on chair with legs apart cJ~~1\I'lll), or with knees 
J, IV f 

raised up like a monkey ('1Wilt.ll'IJ1) are deemed socially vulgar and 

( 
JJ ~ ~ 

indecorous. Sitting with crossed legs tW1l~Hl'JJ11i) is permitted with 

foreigners or with Thai between equals and juniors on intimate terms. 

2. This is the traditional cheer of the people. A precentor begins 

with the word "ho '' (l'li) in a long-drawn high tone followed by a 

chorus refrain "hiu" (~1) also in a high tone. It was replaced by 

King Vajiravudh on certain occasions in later times with the word 

"chai-yo" (,'ll1fl) 
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There are many texts and versions of such invocations which 
have been handed down orally by professional officiants of the tham 
khwan ceremony. These versions of invocation form a part of 
Thai expressive oral literature. Selected ones have been collected 
and edited into book form and printed by the former Royal Institute 
now the Fine Arts Department. The various versions are a valua
ble study of folldore, for they contain beliefs, traditions and cus
toms of the people of former days which have been inherited uncon
sciously by modern progressive people in the ways they think, feel 
and believe. 

Immediately after the invocation comes to an end, the officiant 
starts stripping the brocade and the three young banana leaves from 
the major bai si. These he rolls together into a bundle with the 
brocade as a wrapper. He hands it to the candidate who will hold 
and press it tightly to his or her breast. If the candidate is a baby 
the bundle is placed nearby. 

The ceremonial room sometimes is surrounded by the conse-
" .-t\ r! crated unspun cotton threads ( Wl1Uft1Ufft]J'il'l-l) to mark a mystic boun-

dary of the place and to be a protection against evil spirits. Some
times there is also placed in a tray nearby a set of the candidate's 
clothing. This is confined to a candidate who is a child only. The 
set of clothing is probably a used one of the child-candidate. This 
is perhaps to attract the khwan from straying; for the khwan 
is theoretically, very sensitive in recognizing the odor of the owner 
of the clothing. 

Now we come to the ceremony of the ritual waving of lights. 
The officiant lights the tapers on the three taper holders with fire 
from the "victory candle". He holds the three taper holders care
fully with both hands by arranging the holders in such a way that 
he can hold them together by rims, and circumambulates thrice in a 
clock-wise direction round the bai si tables. He then holds the 
taper-holders one at a time at the rims with both hands and lifts it 
in a circle thrice to the level of his forehead as an act of adoration, 
and wafts the smoke with the back of his right hand towards the 
candidate. He hands the taper holder to the person next to him on 
the left, who begins again and so on with the second and third in 
succession. All the persons who receive the taper holder repeat 
the same process. 

When the three tapers complete their round the officiant takes 
a betel vine leaf as provided from a tray and places it as a score on 
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the table. It is called in Thai "tally betel vine leaves" (1uw~t'l~l!lJ'U). 
After a completion of the three rounds (sometime five or seven) the 
officiant replaces the taper holders in the bowl as before with the 
lights still on. He smears the three betel vine leaves with the 
scented unguents as provided. He now simultaneously takes the 
three taper holders from the bowl bringing the flame close together 
he extinguishes them each with one of the smeared betel vine leaves 
and wafts the smoke towards the candidate. He next rekindles the 
tapers for the second and the third time repeating the llame process. 
During the wian thian ceremony from start to finish the orchestra 
plays its tunes throughout with appropriate melodies, 1 and there 
are three cheers of ho hin at intervals. 

1. Enquiries have frequently been made as to whether the cor· 

rect way of lifting the waving lights is in an inward or outward direc
tion. Evidently the ritual waving of lights is to conjure in the air a 
sort of magic circle. Whether one does it in either way, one always 
has a complete imaginary circle. To do it in an inward directions in a 

clock-wise circle is deemed auspicious on all propitious occasions. Com· 

pare "arati" the waving of lights of the Hindus before an image or a 
person as a protection against evil eyes. 

The extinguishing of the .lights with betel-vine leaves smeared 
with scented unguents is undoubtedly a purification rite by driving 
odorous smokes towards the candidate. Why is a betel-vine leaf used 

as an agent in such a process. Perhaps in the old days a betel tray 
(with betel nuts, betel leaves, lime paste, etc.) formed part of the bai 

si articles, but things were missed out in latter times, only of the 

betel-vine leaves which are used as scores for they are there conve
niently at hand. Chewing of betel nut (which of course includes other 
ingrediants too) was prevalent with past generations. Every Thai 
home used to have at least one betel tray. The tray contained many 
small receptacles for storing betel 'nuts, leaves and other ingredients. 
They are made either of precious metals or of a baser kind or even in 

wood, according to the status and rank of the owner. The king has two 
formal betel trays made of pure gold, one for use in a state function 
and another for his majesty's private use. These royal betel trays are 
still symbolically in use in traditional grand state functions. Proper 
Thai etiquette required the host to serve a guest first with a betel 

tray as a symbol of respect and regard. After a meal, betel was 

chewed in the same manner as one smokes a cigarette. If a girl 

handed you a mouthful of betel for no particular reason, it means 
th,at she had a kin.d feeling toward you, 
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After the waving of lights comes to an end, the officiant 

anoints the candidate. He does it with his right-hand index finger 

which wears a phirot ring ( ltmm~h"il~) 1 or a nopha.kao ring. 2 

" (l!WHHl'Wlfl1) He touches lightly the unguents as left on the betel 

leaves with the tip of his afore-said finger and anoints the candidate. 

If the candidate is a male, a mystic figure in a clock-wise direction 
thus is inscribed on the area between the eye-brows, if the can

didate is a female a mystic figure in the opposite direction thus is 

inscribed. Such figures are called una.lom ( ~nnh:w) 3 in certain 
cases both hands of the candidate are also anointed on the palms of 
the hands. 

After the anointing, comes the feast of the khwan. The 
officiant takes the spoon on the table which he moves three times 
up and down in the air near the bai si. This is a make-believe 
that he has taken some food and dainties from the bai si with 
the spoon, and mixed them in the coconut. He then dips into the 

1. Phirot is a ring made from a cloth inscribed with mystic 

figures and characters called pha yan (N1o"'u~~) intertwined in a shape 
of certain kinds of magic knots. It is used as a talisman. 

2. Nophakao is a ring set with nine variegated coloured gems 

They are diamond. ruby, emerald, topaz (tllol71~1), garnet (1m:Ul-l) sap

phire ('11fl), moonstone (:un~mm), zircon (l~'Y110) and cat's-eye ('!'W~:dl). 
' ~ 

It is used also as a talisman. The Hindus deem the index finger and 

also the middle finger as unlucky. They never utilize either of tb e two 

fingers in anointing, but use the ring finger only. King Vajiravudh and 

some high Thai princes utilize the thumb. Sometimes by necessity, in 

the case of cutting a top-knot in the tonsure ceremony, one cannot 
manipulate the scissors with other fingers than the thumb and index 

finger. Hence the manipulator has to wear either a phirot or a nophakao 

ring to counter-act any evil that may occur to the candidate". 

3. Unalom in its original meaning is a tuft of twisted hair 

which grows on the forehead at a place between the eyebrows. It is 

one of the thirty-two characteristic marks of the Lord Buddha which 
rna y often be seen as a relief circular dot which adorned the forehead 
of a Buddha image. The una/om is undoubtedly a symbol of Agni, the 
Vedic god of fire, 
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coconut and draws a spoonful of its water, presuming the Jood and 
dainties are also there in the spoon which he feeds to the candidate 
in simulation. Sometimes a small helping of dainties is put in 
reality. Such a simulation is usually performed in the case of a 
child candidate. If the candidate is a baby the spoon with coconut 
water is turned round and round over the baby's month only. I 
have never seen an adult candidate receive such treatment, nor has 
the person taken any of the kh1van food either real or imaginary. 
Perhaps the partaking of khwan food was a real thing in the old 
days. In case the candidate is a young baby it is fed thrice with 
plain tepid water provided for the purpose. Then follows the 
partaking of the klzwan egg and cooked rice in the dish-border 
bai si, imaginary of course. It is a belief that the khwan being 
thus feasted will satisfactorily stay with its owner. 

Tying the khwan is the next ceremony. Three strands of 
consecrated unspun cotton threads are entwined into one and 
knotted at intervals with three fast-knots. The thread is passed 
thrice under either arm of the candidate, and then tied in a fast
knot on either wrist. Sometime the thread is passed also round 
each leg first, then on the arms and the head of the candidate. 
During the tying process the officiant mumbles certain incantations. 

Perhaps he exhorts the khwan with the usual well-known words. 

"Oh! Khwan, abide with the body", or he may use a Pali stanza of 

his own selection to enhance the sacredness. Usually, the arms are 

lightly brushed length wise three times with the thread or the wrists 

are brushed three times with the tip of the thread which is then 

burned and pinched off before tying. The brushing process is no 

doubt the taking away from the candidate of all impurities and 

undesirable things which cling on the tip of the thread. Hence the 

burning and pinching off. Sometimes the candidate's ankles 

receive the same treatment too, and sometimes the tying of the 

hhwan is done before the anointing and the feast of the khwan 

in the reverse order to what was previously described. Such 

differences as described are dqe to different schools as followed by 
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the officiants. (Compare the process of investiture with the sacred 

thread of the twice-born Hindus as a second spiritual rebirth). 

After the tying of the khwan by the officiant, relatives and 
friends may tie the wrists of the candidate with additional threads 
as provided in the dish-border bai si. Then gifts are presented 
to the candidate by the binders. In case of the tham khwan 

ceremony of a bride and a bridegroom as performed in rural areas 
of Central Thailand in particular, gifts of money are the presents 
made by relatives and friends. Here one may understand how the 
words tham lchwan and khong lchwan (gifts) developed from their 
original meanings o{ a "making of khwan" and a "khwan gift" 
to that of the present day meanings of a compensation for an injury 
done and a gift in general in the Thai language. The orchestra as 
provided for the occasion plays its melodies at intervals through

out the ceremonies of the anointing, the feast and the tying oE the 
!chwan. 

The tharn khwan ceremony is now concluded. The bundle 
of three young banana leaves and brocade, or in other word the 

" lchwan wrapper cloth" is brought home and placed in the bed 
of the candidate or in other suitable places for three days and then 
disposed of (minus the brocade of course). The candidate, usually 

a child, has to embrace tightly the "khwan wrapper cloth" during 

sleep, evidently as a communion with the khwan. The banana 
leaves with flowers and other perishable decorations on the bai si 

are disposed by floating them in a running stream. The remains of 
eatables in the bai si, if they are now uneatable for human con
sumption, are disposed of by depositing them on banana leaves at 
an out-of-way place as oblations to the common phi or spirits. 

What about the boiled pig's head with its four legs and tail 

as previously mentioned? It is perhaps meant also as the khwan's 

delicious food, and eaten afterward by the people after the ceremo
ny. A pig's head with its four legs and a tail is a favourite offering 

to tutelary phis. It is supposed to be the whole pig, but in fact 
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the best part of the pig is not there. When one makes a vow to a 
phis promising a pig as a thank-offering if the request is granted, 
one will, after the request is fulfilled, offer such a pig. It is, of 

course, very easy to hoodwink a phi. 

6. THE ROYAL 'l'I:IAM 1\.BWAN CEUEMONY 

The royal bai .si with its accessories has already been des
cribed in chapter 4. Now we come to the royal tharn khwan 

ceremony. 

Three priests of brahmin extraction preside over the three 
bai si. The chief priest or purohita stands in the middle near the 
crystal bai si. His two assistants stand on either side, one near 
the gold bai si on the right, and the other one near the silver 
bai si on the left of the candidate. Behind these three stand 
another set of two brahrnins each holding a conch shell. Yet 
again, behind them, there is another set of brahrnins in equal num
ber each holding a bandoh-tabor ( Pali pataha-a small hourglass
shaped drnm beaten by a lead ball on a string attached to a peg 
projecting from its middle). If a ceremony of waving the lights is 
to be performed in a throne hall, red cloths are laid over the carpets 
along the route of the waving lights. This is to prevent molten wax 
from the lighted tapers dropping and spoiling the carpet. The in
vited officials who will participate in the ceremony stand at the 
borders of the red cloths in a circle. The three brahmin priests in 
the front row initiate the rite by anointing the tapers with unguents. 
A "victory candle" is now lighted from a sacred fire. The brahmin 
priest in the middle initiates the lighting of tapers from the fire of 
the "victory candle" followed in the same process by the other two 
brahmin priests on the left and right of the middle man. Wben the 
first light of the tapers is lit, the brahmin priests in the two hind 
rows of two each blow conch shells, the royal classical orchestra 
somewhere starts playing. When lighted tapers on taper-holders 
have all been handed to the next man standing on the left, who 
waves the lights in a prescribed manner as stated in the last chapter, 

the blowing of conch shell is stopped but begins again when the 
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tapers in succession complete a round. A person may mark each 
round of the waving lights from the blowing of conch shells. The 

playing of the '' bandoh-tabors '' and the orchestra continue from 
:,; tart to finish of the rite without a stop. 

The waving of lights is of two kinds. The major one is in tive 
rounds, and the minor one is in three rounds. The latter has no 
''khwan wrapper", while the former has three young banana leaves 
and a brocade wrapped round the bai si. Brocades as used in the 
three lwi si are of three different colours. The crystal bai si 

has a white brocade, the gold ba.i si a yellow brocade and the silver 
bai si. a green brocade as wrappers. After the waving of lights 
completes its three rounds, the brahmin priest uncovers the wrappers 
of the three bai si and gives them to the candidate to be held in 
the hands. If there are more candidates than one, the wrappers 
are distributed evenly to them. The waving of lights is usually 
in three rounds, five rounds is rarely performed. As already 
mentioned (chapter 4) ;there are five taper-holders fixed each 
to the triplet of metal bowls. When the waving of lights com
pletes its prescribed three or five rounds, the brahmin priest in 
the middle takes successively, whichever comes to hand first, th~ 
first of the five taper-holders, which he sticks in the metal bowl in 
front of him; but before doing so, he detaches all the lighted tapers 
from the second to the fifth taper--holders and adds all these to 
the lighted ones of the first taper-holder. The second and third 
brahmin priests repeat a similar process with the succeeding tapers. 
Then the three brahniin priests perform the rite of extinguishing 

the flames from the tapers with layer of betel leaves smeared with 
unguents, and waft the odorous smokes toward the candidate. After 
this the three brahmin priests perform the rite of tying the khwan 

with consecrated threads. One of them brings a "victory candle" 
and a number of the threads to the candidate. He takes one thread 
and brushes it lightly in an outward direction on the candidate's 
wrist once only, and then burns it at the "victory candle". He takes 
another thread which he this time brushes once only in an im..,·ard 
direction, and then ties it to the candidate's wrist. (This is logically 
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better than the pinching of the tip of n thread after burning it anc1 

binding the same threRd on the wrist as prPvionsly dc~cribed). He 

repeats the same process on the other wrist. Another brahmin 

priesl takes a spoon and dips it in the air near the three hni s1: in 

the same manner as described on the feast of the khwan in the 

previous chapter. The third brahmird priest anoints the candidate. 

Here ends the hrahminical rite. 

Next is the royal rite of anointing by the king. His Majesty 

pours lustral water from a decorated conch shell into the hands held 

in a worshipful attitude by the candidate. If the candidate is of 

royal blood lustral water is poured by the King from a rare conch 

shell with a spiral in a clock- wise direction belonging to the first 

King of the Cbakri Dynasty. Such a royal tham khwan ceremony 

is eallerl somphot ( m1lt1'U) in Thai. It is originally a Pali word 

meaning :t feast or the partaking of foocllogther, but its current use 

in the Thai language is for "celebration" and is eonfined to the 

king's celebrations only. If a somphot is of a grand style which 

hns a young high prince or princess as a candidate in the tharn 

khwan ceremony in a royal tonsure ceremony, for instance, the 

King may graciously condescend to permit certain high~ranking 

prinees and selected dignitaries to anoint the royal candidate too. 

A high ranking prince may anoint the candidate on the palms of his 

hands, and a high-ranking dignitary on the instep (11ft~ 1m ) w bile the 

King himself unoints the candidate on his forehead. The blowing 

of conch shellfl by the brahmin priests in the hind row eommences 

when the waving of lights completes the prescribt~d rounds and 

continues to the end of the tlwm l.:hu:m! ceremony. vVhen the 

blowing of conch shells slops, the playing of "bandoh- tabor" and the 

orchestra stop too. Here ends the royal tham klnm11 ceremony. 

One will notice that the dish-border hoi. si nnd the major 

tiered hoi. si of the people do not come into the royal ceremony. 

The two kinds of ba.i si as nbove are there in the ceremonial hall 

too, but they are kept apart, only the crystal, the gold and the silver 

bai si are used. This means that the dish-border bai si. is per

haps the oldest and of the three kinds, next come:> the tiered 
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major lwi si in its development, and the crystal, gold and silver 

ones are later innovations and confined only to the royal ceremony. 

The major tiered bai si is nothing more than many dishes or 

plates with pedestals placed one upon another in a graduated pyra

mid, in order to sa\re space when there are many dishes uf food and 

other eatables to be displayed for the khwan feast. This may be 

inferred from either the crystal, gold or silver bai si which con-
sisted of many graduated plates placed one upon the other on pedes

tal and filled with food and sweetmeats. No nom meo or eat's 

hreasts or other decorations made of honana leaves nre included in 

the latter kind of lwi. si . .l 

I may add here as an addition to the end of this chapter a 

/.ham khwan ceremony or celebration for a Buddha image which 

is newly cast and to be sent abroad as a rre!:lent to a certain Bud

dhist Institution. 1 was one o{ the invited guests at such n ceremony 

and here are the facts I have taken note of. 

The Buddha image is placed on a table in the middle o( the 
room surrounded by articles such as trays of flowers, tapers and in

cense sticks as befitting offerings. In front of the Buddha image 

stands a major bai 8i in five tiers, but instead of eatables placed 

in each tier of the hai si they are filled with flowers. There are 

also small tables in front of the major ba.i si on one of which 

stands a neillo silver bowl filled with rice in which five lenti

~ular holders with three tapers each are fixed. Nearby stands a 

dish-border bai si on another small table flanked on either side 
by two tapers on pedestal~. There are the necesl:iary accessories np

pertaining to the tharn khwa.n ceremony, such as the unguent::;, 

tally betel leaves and a young coconut pared of its outer husk but 
with the top not cut open. There are three brahmin priests acting 

1. I have witnessed the royal tham klnm11 ceremony once or 
twice only. I have, in fact, had the opportunity to pm·ticipate once in 
the royal rite of waving the lights, but have never witnessed the cere
tnony in its entirety, nor have I been able to read any text relating to 
it. What I have written the royal tl!am klnvan ceremony as des
cribed above, was through the kindness of a high ranking prince, my 
t•evered mentor, who took pains to note for me \\'hat he had remem
l)ered. 
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as officiants. The middle one who acts as a head is in a eeremonial 

cloak clad in such a way which leaves his right shoulder bared. 

The other two a little way behind him hold one a "bandoh-tabor" 

and the other a conch shell. 

The head brahmin priest commences the ceremony by light

ing the tapers in the five lenticular holders and proceeds in the same 

manner as for the waving of lights as previously described. One of 

the brahmin assistants blows the conch shell and the others plays 

the "bandoh-tabor" and the orchestra plays throughout the cere

mony. The blowing of the conch shell is done at the commencement 

of the rite only, and does not continue through like the "bandoh

tabor" and the orchestra. Probably the conch shell brahmin blower 

is either negligent or too la:t.y to continue blowing. The head 

brahmin before extinguishing the tapers at the completed rounds, 

takes the two lighted tapers from the dish- border bai. si and adds 

them to the waving light tapers. He then wafts the smokes toward 

the Buddha image. There are also three cheers of ho hiu. at in

tervals through the ceremony. The head brahmin then falls on his 

knees worshipping the Buddha image in the prescribed attitnte 

thrice. Next he anoints the base of the Buddha image with three 

dots in a horizontal row with his right hand index finger. The 

finger as I can remember does not wear a phirut or a nopha!.:ao 

ring. He next anoints the palms of the host's hand in a similar 

manner. There is no feast of the khwan logically on such an 

occasion. Most of the actions done in the ceremony are similar to 
the l'oyal thmn khwan ceremony. 

7. 'l'HA.M KHWAN OEREMONY JN NORTHERN THAILAND 

The tham khwan ceremony as performed in other areas 

does not essentially differ much to what is performed in Central 

Thailand as described in the preceeding chapters. In the North 

and North-East they have the phook khwan or the tying of the 

khwan and the feast of the lchwan in their ceremony of tham. 

lchwan hut, as known, there is no wien thian or the waving of 

lights in their tradition. They have a tham khwan ceremony per" 
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formed on distinguished persons who are strangers in their midst as 
a gesture of goodwill and regard of respect to their honoured guests. 
They have also !uri si as the major part of the ceremony. 

Tham Khwan Ceremony in the N ortll ( Chiengmai ) 

The bai si of Chiengmai consists of seven cones made of 
banana leaves, somewhat like the eat's breasts bai si but with six 
pointed tips to each of the cones. One of the cones is of a bigger 
size relative to the other six. The big size cone may be compared 
to the la:mai and the smaller ones to that of the eat's breasts bai 
.si of Central Thailand. The big cone is placed in the same man
ner as the lmwi in the middle of a metal tray with pedestal with 
the other six cones surrounding it. These cones are decorated with 
flowers. There are also in the tray two balls of cooked glutinous 
rice, two boiled eggs, of either a hen or a duck, two pieces of ripe 
banana (or more if desired, but they should always he in even 
numbers), a cur1 of water, mouthfuls of miang (fermented tea 
mixed with salt and other ingredients used for chewing purpose), 
two mouthfuls of betel-nut and leaf (or more in even numbers), two 
cheroots or cigarettes, one small ball of unspun cotton thread which 
has already been consecrated. All these are placed in the bai si 

tray. There may he a boiled chicken, or sometime also a boiled pig's 
head, as a complementary offering placed in a separate tray. The 
bai si tray is set on top of another tray. More trays with pedes
tals may be added to form a storeyed bai si to the number as 
desired. 

When a ceremony is to be performed, the bai si with its 
accessories is brought into a room and placed before the candidate. 
An old man experienced in the lore is engaged for the purpose. He 
initiates the ceremony by taking the ball oE unspun cotton thread as 
provided in the bni si and with the tip end o{ the thread he 
brushes, in a formal manner, both hands of the candidate who, by 
now, sits in a worshipping attitude. The officiant then burns the tip 
end of the thread and pinches it off. He then binds, in two rounds, 
the candidate's wrists' first the left and then the right wrist. Every
time when the binding of either wrist is completed, he pinches off a 
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thread from the ball and simultaneously says a formal wish thus· 

"May it (the evil) fall along and off the tip of the little fi.,ng7r, 
may it ooze aiong and drop from the tip of hands'' ('U'ilhtl>lflhl 

mlJfltltl 'llfl'l ~af.luhl('l1:Wilcnv~'il). While binding the wrists the officiant 

savs "to tie the left hand is to have the kluvan come, to tie the 
. ~ .. 'l"' ~ ~ q9J ~ 

right hand is to let the khwan stay" (~mJ'el'll1tl 11~!'l'i)ll.J1 ~mHl~l11i'l'!'ll1t)J 

eni). One will notice that the binding uf um;pun cotton thread to 
U L 

the wrist is severed from the ball only after the eeremouial binding, 

while in Bangkok the thread is eut in appropriate length ready for 

use. 

After the binding of hands (J.i'~i'lfl) as called in the Nor1h, 
comes the ceremonial feast of the !rh1.uan. Little hits of eatables 
of the lwi si are part·aken by the candidate in a simulated manner. 
The bai si. with its accessorie>>, except the boiled chicken or the 
pig's head, is kept after the ceremony in the cancliclate's bed room 
at most no rnore than two days and then disposed of. The North 
call the t.!w.m khwan ceremony the "ceremony of binding hands" 
only. The waving and aspersion of lights is not in the ceremony, 
neither is the drinking of coconut water, as far as itl known. 

The "ceremony of binding hands" is perl'ormed on a guest 
who i;-; a Htranger. If the stranger is a distinguished personage, 

there may be a parade or procession and ceremonial dance by a hevy 
of gi.rls in hononr of tbe guest. 

l have never had an opportunity to withness the. l:/wm. khwnn 
ceremony as verformed in the North, and neither have I read nny 
book written on the subject. The above description of the ceremony 
is, therefore~, based from information as supplied by an informant: 
and verified in certain items from other people who are natives o{ 
that locality. It is more or less difficult to get 1nform.atlon on a 
traditional subject from a person who is not a specialist or an in
terested person. Thus my informant, though an aged lady of the 
Nortb, somE,times in answer to questions put to her, could not give me 
satisfactory answers for the simple rea:o;on that ;;he conic\ not remem
ber, especially the sayings of the officiant. Hence my description 
of the "khwan ceremony" in the North is relatively a short one and 
must be read in the light of the above observations. 



Wedding ceremony in Chiengmai showing bai-sri of Northern Thailand. 

The author binding wrists of bride and groom at Chiengmai wedding. 
The bai-sri of Northern Thailand may be seen in the foreground. 
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f!'he 'l'ha.m J{hwau Ceremony After a F'uueral at PrtJ Province. 

When coming back after a cremation, all persons participating 

in the service have to attend the tham kh.n'a11 ceremony al the 
house of the mourners. A ball of unspun cotton thread. one mouthf1.1l 

of betel nut and leaf, a cigarette, two halls of cooked glutinou.s riec, 

a boiled hen's egg, a piPer of kha.n /mn kluaY ( 'lr,,~~lJmi'<u )-a ripe 

banana enclosed by glutinous rice which is again wrapped with 

banana leaves and boiled, :1 piece of ripe banana, a taper, an incense 

Mir:k and a Hower which form a sc>t, :1 set of clothing ns worn and 

belonging to the dead man just cremated are provided by the 

mourners and placed in a lacquer bowl. The officiant brings with 

him n small net with a handle. This he places across the bowl. 

Each candidate, one at a time, puts his or her right hand at the rim 

of tbe bowl. The officiant takes the ball of unspun cotton thread 

which he ties to the wrists of the candidate in the manner as lm~; 

previously been described. He repents the snme process t·o all the 

remaining candidates. He then over turns the bowl for a while, and 

reverses it to its former position. During the tying of the wrists he 

recites certain words calling back the khwan. The wording of 

the recitation I have with me is a ::;hori one of about eight lines full 

of jumbled words both of Pali and Thai. After the ceremony the 

officiant or rather a medicine man departs taking with him his net, 

whilf~ the bowl and the rest of things are disposed off in a suitable 

rnanner.l 

This ceremony may safely be generalized to other parts of the 

Northern Area, and perhaps to other peoples as well beyond that 

area in the northerly direction. The Luhu or Musso, a Thibetan

Burman tribe, in the Eastern Shan States have a similar ceremony. 

After returning from a funeral, their medicine man will perform the 

ceremony of tying the wrists with unspun cotton threads of persons 

who have participated in the funeral service. The medicine man 

will say during the tying of tbe wrist some formal words thus: 

" Ob kht.oa.n! do retvrn. Do not stay with the dead in the dead land. 

l. The information was gathered by my wife who participated 
in the ceremony in 1947. 
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In that land there is no food, no clothing and no place to live. There 

are only ills and unhappiness. Do stay in the land of the living 

where there are joy and happiness. Oh khwan! do return.'' 1 

(Compare the distribution of red silk threads to participants in a 

Southern Chinese funeral in Bangkok). 

8, 'l'HAM KHWAN OIDJREMONY IN 'I'H£~ NOR'I'H-EAS'l' 

In the North-East of Thailand the tham khwan ceremony is 

performed: 

When a person returns home after a long absence on trade or 

expedition of war; when he suffers a fright through seeing a phi 
or ghost; is scared by an elephant or experiences a thunder-clap; 

when he recovers from n long illness during which he hns made a 

vow to a spirit promising a thank-offering if he recovers: when he 

recovers from a fall frorn a tree, from having nearly drowned when 

a boat capsized; from being kicked by a horse, horned by a buffalo, 

or crushed by a boa snake.2 When a person is elevated in rank. 

When he is critically ill, when be marries, when he has a house 

warming, when he is ordained, when it is prophesied by an astrologer 

that his days are numberecl, when a distinguished person his supe

rior or master visits his home, when he becomes a father.:i 

Before we come to the ceremony of th.am khu1an a del:icrip

tion of their bai si which is called lm si is necessary, for it 

differs from the hai si ·in certain details. The tha.m khwan 
• ( <:!).•~ r flo' 

ceremony IS called pit-thee sn U11uan. WTi'C!'U'lra ) or the ceremony 

of the welcoming of the khwan. What is written in this chapter 

1. See J.H. Telford, Animism in Keng Tung State, J.B.R.S. Vol. 
XXXVII. part II. p. 204. 

2. From an old North-East book entitled "Thamada Sorn Lok" 

('fl1'SlJ\'11a'1:llJlC1!1) or a teaching on a woddly lore as kindly supplied by 

Nai Thong Ch:dvachat (lJlU\1'1:1~ 'lf"'fl'lf'l~) 

3. Prom " Prapheni Horan Thai I san ( tl~::I'V-ttll1u·nruhmillf1tll) or 
Ancient Customs of the No1·th-Eastern Thai by a Monk Phra Maha 

Preecha P(lrln yano (Vl1~ll\11U~911 tH\:\Jt)Jl 1rn) Bangkok, 1954. 
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may be generalized also to the Laos, though perhaps there may be 
some variants due to local and regional aspects.l 

The North-Eastern bai si is of two kinds i. c. the ba si 
<\ ) • (1J1ff~) and the mak beng (MlJ1f1l1J~ the five arttcles. The latter 

. ~ ~ ~ 

is also called lmwng /w pha. !.:hwan (lm'iJ,'\11WH1i]) = the five 
articles of khwan's tray). The ba si and the mak beng may be 
compared to the major tiered bai si and the dish border bai si of 
Central Thailand. 

T!te ba si. This consists of a large size metal tray with 

pedestal. In tbe middle of it arc placed in five circlets of the cat';; 

breast bai si, similar to that of the major bai si of Central 
Thailand, surmounted one upon another. Sometime there is a wooden 
structure supporting these surmounted circlets of bai si, which 
are decorated with flowers. The following articles, fruits and 
sweetmeats, are placed in the tray around the bai si circlets; four 
pairs of beeswax tapers, a pair or two of knives, or a penknife or a 
razor--like knife with handles made of gold, silver, ivory or other 

~ ~ "' valuable materials, four pieces of Hwo tum klzwy ( 'll11~13Jfl'EI 1U- a 
domestic sweetmeat made of ripe bananas covered with glutinous 
rire and wrapped with banana leaves and boiled), four ripe bananas 
or other kinds of sweetmeats which have to be in pairs, pieces of 
unspun cotton thread cut to a length of a hand span in size. In the 
tray there is also jewellery made of silver, gold and precious stones. 
(Compare the crystal, the gold and the silver bai-si of the royal bcti 
si). Sometime the ba si is topped by a mak beng. 

Mak beng. Five cones made of banana leaves in the same 
manner as the eat's breast bai si of Central Thailand and decorated 

at the tops with flowers, are placed in the middle of a large size tray. 
In the tray there are also other cones made of banana leaves, five in 
number, each contains a pair of tapers, incense sticks and flowers. 
A set of used clothing belonging to the candidate of the khwan 

ceremony is placed in another large size tray. The tray of mak 

heng is then placed on it. Around the pedestal of the mak beng 

1. See the Baci by Thao Nyouy Abhai in the "Kingdom of Laos", 
p, 128-131, Fl'ance-Asie, Saigon, 1959. 
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tray are a bottle of spirituous liquor, a boiled hen's egg in a shell, 

one or two pairs of hhao tom kluay sweetmeat, one ball of boiled 

glutinous rice, a cluster of ripe bananas, two young coconuts, one 

cup of uncooked glutinous rice, one small leaf cup of popped rice, 

one cup of scented water (made of lrlwmin water (curcuma do

mestica, Zingcberaceae) and sompoi water ( Acacia concinna, Legu

minosae) mixed together and scented by placing in it, a few of 

frangipani flowers, a leaf cup of betel nuts and leaves for chewing 

and a number of local made cigarettes, a t:>mall skein of unspun cot

ton thread placed in a small tray, and there are also in it five pieces 

or more of such threads cut in the length of a hand span. Some

time this male beng instead of being made with banana leaves is 

made of three or five trays with pedestals surmounted one upon 

another. Food and sweetmeats are placed in these trays, but the 

top one is exclusively filled with boiled glutinous rice with a boHed 

hen's egg as the top1 

Here I may add as a parenthesis that before the introduc

tion of soap, sompoi pod (Acacia concinna) and kaffir lime (Citrus 

hytrix) were used as a detergent particularly for washing the hair. 

A yellow powder of khamin (curcuma domestica) was rubbed on 

ones face and body after washing to preserve the skin and enhance 
a golden complexion which was admired in the olden days but not 
now. 

When the time arrives for the performance of sn kh1.van, as 

it is called in the North-East, the ba. si is brought into the middle 

of a room or a temporary shelter provided for the purpose. Both the 

master of ceremonies or officiant and the candidate or candidates sit 

in an appropriate attitude facing a point of the compass as deter
mined by astrological knowledge usually by tbe officiant, surrounded 

1. I have had no opportunity to see myself the basi tham :khwan 
ceremony. For what has been written here I have relied on informa· 
tion kindly supplied by friends who have been in the North-East for a 
number of years or who are the natives of that area. My thanks are 
due to them, particularly to my friend Phya Rajasena, who had been a 
governor in many pt·ovinces of that area aud to Nai Thong Chaiyachart 
<1 North-Easterner by birth. 
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by relatives and friends who are participating in the ceremony. 
When the auspicious moment arrives the officiant initiates the 
ceremony by announcing the duty he is going to perform. He 
then lights three tapers and three incense sticks. The light and 

Rmoke of which he waves above the head of the candidate, and stricks 
the tapers and incense sticks in the bn si or khwan's tray after 

the waving. He now sits in a worshipping attitude with his hands 
raised, carefully and reverently holding an old style book a little 

above the breast, in the same manner as a monk reads his sermon from 
a palm-leaf book. The hook he holds carefully is a text on the in
vocation of the khwan. There are many versions of this text which 
form part of the people's oral literature. The officiant reads, or 

recites by heart if he can, the text. From the start to the end of the 
invocation of the khwan, the candidate must hold the edge of the 
hai si tray with his right band. He cannot release his hold until 
the reading of the text comes to an end. 

When the officiant has finished his invocation of the lchwan, 

he, or the parents of the candidate, puts a boiled hen's egg ( un
shelled) and a ball of cooked glutinous rice about the same size as 
the egg into the right-band palm of the candidate. The candidate 
now, instead of holding the edge of the ba .si tray, has to lean on 
it with the back of his right hand, and have his left hand hold his 
right arm just below the elbow. The parents and other relatives 
with their right hands hold the candidate's right arm. H there is 
a large number of candidate's relatives, every one has to repeat the 
same process alternately and cannot be left out before the ceremony 

of tying the wrist can begin. 

The initiation of tying the wrist is done by an elder monk. 
If the candidate is a woman the monk will delegate a layman to act 
for him. Then the officiant and the parents of the candidate and 

others in seniority of age or rank will tie the candidate's wrist. The 
tier picks up with his right hand two pieces of unspun cotton thread 
as provided in the ba si tray. He makes a fast knot in the middle 
of both of the two threads, and then holding them at the knot he 
bntshes with the ends of the threads up and down a number of times 
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the right hand wrist of the candidate, who still holds in his palm of 

the right hand a hen's egg and a ball of cooked glutinous rice. While 
brushing the wrist with the ends of the unspun cotton threads the 
tier mutters a wish as to the welfare of the candidate. The tier then 

smoothes the threads, as a matter of course, and parts the threads 
in the middle two by two and then ties the right wrist by passing 
the threads around the wrist in a clock-wise direction. In tying, the 
two threads must be fastened in one knot. The tier mutters a wish 
hy saying, "Oh !:hwan! come and stay in the body". 

After the tying of the wrist the boiled hen's egg of the 
candidate is shelled. If the white of the egg is pure white and in 
a perfect state it is a sign that the candidate will be lucky in all his 
undertakings. If the egg turns out otherwise, it is a sign tbat the 
candidate's lot will be an unlucky one. Some advice and exhorta
tions will be given by the elders as a forewarning to the candidate. 

Then follows a repast and celebration among tbe participants. After 
the ceremony any materials of the ba si such as tapers and in

cense sticks are presented to a monk, the unspun cotton threads 
which remain are kept for future use or presented to the monk. 
S;:>irituous liquor, food, bananas and sweetmeats which are still in 
good condition are kept for con::>umption. It is a belief that sweet
meats belonging to the ba si if partaken by a child, who suffers 
from a certain chronic disease characterized by thin arms and legs 
but enlarged abdomen ( 1Hll'l1U'tll'IJIJ ). the child will be cured. 


